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Participants
18 young chilren (mean age 7.7, range 7-8)

19 older children (mean age 10.5, rage 10-11)

18 young adults (mean age 22, range 20-25)

20 older adults (mean age 69, range 65-74)

Design
Two tasks: 

How Many? What Number? 

4 stimulus displays (1, 111, 3, 333)

in single-task and mixed-task blocks [5]

EEG Methods
27 actiCap Ag/AgCl electrodes

ref: averaged mastoids

500 Hz sampling rate

How Many?

What Number?

1

+

300 ms

111 ...response

...response

RCI = 1000 ms

SWITCH

task instructions for mixed block: 

neutral vs. fast vs. accurate

d.czernochowski@hhu.de

Behavioral data indicate adjustments in response criteria in terms of speed and accuracy in young adults, whereas children and older adults mainly adjusted their response 

speed. Starting 200 ms pre-response, ERPs revealed a (left-)frontal PRN for adult participants only. In young adults, it was observed selectively under accuracy instructions, 

but across task conditions for older adults. Notably, only young adults showed evidence of enhanced task preparation for speeded relative to accurate task conditions in cue-

locked ERPs.

ERP correlates of conflict detection were larger for the accurate compared to the speeded conditions across age groups. However, only for adult participants error trials elicited 

larger negative amplitudes than correct trials, suggesting that for correct trials, residual response conflict was lower as a result of the successful recruitment of reactive control.

No reliable ERP correlates of reactive control were observed in older or young children, suggesting the ongoing maturation of reactive control processes. Post-response MFN 

amplitudes revealed a deficit in detecting conflict for young children only, suggesting that older children are able to detect response conflict, but not to efficiently counteract it 

by recruiting additional control processes. 

Current theories propose that detecting response conflict triggers the 

up-regulation of cognitive control. According to the dual mechanisms of 

control framework [1, 2], two alternate routes may lead to correct 

response selection when faced with increased task demands. When 

response conflict is detected, reactive control processes can be recruited 

immediately before the response.  However, this type of response 

selection will require additional time, and in some instances an 

erroneous response is executed before sufficient control is available. If 

advance preparation is feasible, control processes can be recruited 

proactively to allow for both rapid and correct response selection.

Previous research [3] suggests that young adults flexibly change 

between control modes, and recruit reactive control selectively in the 

most difficult task conditions. By contrast, older adults experience 

increased response conflict, in particular as task difficulty increases, but 

are able to maintain high accuracy by relying on reactive control. 

Children, on the other hand, are typically error-prone despite long 

reaction times [4], which could be due to a deficit in conflict detection or 

up-regulation of control or both.

Here, we determined whether participants in four age groups could 

flexibly change between these control modes, by emphasizing either 

speed or accuracy in the instructions for a cued task-switch paradigm. 

Event-related potentials (ERPs) were recorded to determine potential 

age differences in the neural correlate for reactive control (pre-response 

negativity, PRN) and post-response conflict detection (medio-frontal 

negativity, MFN).
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Response-locked ERPs illustrate 

conflict detection for correct (red 

and blue lines) and error trials 

(black dashed line). Across age 

groups, correct trials elicited larger 

negative amplitudes under 

accuracy compared to speeded 

instructions (between 25-45 ms); 

this effect was delayed for older 

adults (between 70-100 ms).

Only for adult participants, error 

trials elicited larger negative 

amplitudes than correct trials.

Reactive control was evident in a 

PRN for accurate conditions in 

both young and older adults, and 

for fast conditions for older adults. 

By contrast, only in young adults 

enhanced preparation was 

observed for fast vs. accurate 

conditions in cue-locked averages 

suggesting a shift to a proactive 

control strategy.
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Behavioral data (left) 

illustrate that participants 

in all age groups adhered 

to task instructions.

Only young adults flexibly 

adjusted their response 

criteria in terms of both 

speed and accuracy, with 

older adults´ performance 

highly accurate irrespective 

of condition. Both groups 

of children were error-

prone despite long RTs.
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